
keys to MAMIYA 
TLR versatility: 
interchangeable 
LENSES and 
ACCESSORIES 

Lens interchangeability ranks first among the 
advantages of the Mamiya twin-lens reflex. The 
present complement includes seven critically 
sharp, superbly corrected lens sets. They pro
vide the Mamiya user with complete control of 
angle and perspective with which he can exploit 
the full potential of every picture situation. 
Mamiya lens sets consist of matched viewing 
and taking optics, the latter fitted in M-X 
synchro shutters with speeds from 1 second to 
l/500th plus 'B'. They are interchangeable in 
all Mamiya twin-lens cameras. Lenses l05mm 
and longer are supplied with sportsfinder mask. 

closest lens- area covered 
local aperture picture magnill- to-subject at closest 

length range angle cation distance' distance 

55mm f4.5-22 70° 30' 0.52x 3" 2-1/2" sq. 
65mm f3.5-32 63° 0.6x 4" 2-5/S" sq. 
SOmm f2.S-32 50° 40' 0.76x 7" 3-1/S" sq. 

105mm f3.5-32 41° LOx 16" S-3/4" sq. 
135mm f4.5-45 33° L29x 24" 10" sq. 

Iilter 
size 

46mm 
49mm 
46mm 
46mm 
46mm 

lS0mm f4.5-45 24° 30' L71x 36" 10-7/S" sq. 49mm 
250mm f6.3-64 18° 2.3Sx 6'3" 12-3/S" sq. 49mm 

-Pleasured from front edge of lens. without supplementary lens. 
complete depth·of·field information is furnished with each lens. 



ACCESSORIES 
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1. Porrofinder (Product No . 60625)-Lightweight mirror 
system for eyelevel viewing/focusing. Shows image unre
versed and right side up. Interchanges with standard fo
cusing hood. Supplied with case. 
2. CdS Porrofinder (Product No. 60628) - Similar to standard 
Porrofinder, but with built-in CdS spot meter. Measuring cell 
(6mm diameter) swings over finder screen, reads subject 
brightness thru viewing lens. EV 3-18 range. Adjusts for 
films ASA 12-6400. Supplied with case. 
3. Eyelevel Prism Finder (Product No. 60732) - Provides 
unreversed, right-side-up image of entire screen. Interchanges 
with standard hood. Supplied with case . 
4. Magnifying Hood (Product No. 60732) - Adjusts for 3.5x 
magnification of entire screen or 6x magnification of central 
picture area. Interchanges with standard hood. 
5. Pistol. Grip - Helps steady camera for eye level shots. 
Trigger release leaves one hand free for focusing. Universal 
Model (Product No. 60439) fits any Mamiya TLR. 330 Model 
(Product No. 60440), for Mamiya C330 only. 
6. Grip Holder - Hefty, handy camera grip provides stead
iness, security and added ease of handling. Universal Model 
(Product No. 60641) has wrap-around strap and accessory 
shoe for flash unit. Deluxe Model (Product No. 60640) , for 
C330 omy, has built-in trigger release. 
7. Wide-Angle Optical Sportsfinder Adapter (Product No . 
60704) - Gives eye level field of view for 55 and 65mm wide 
angle lenses. Snaps onto sportsfinder frame on focusing hood. 
8. Interchangeable Finder Screens (for C330 only) - Six 
types available; see current price list for details. 
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9. Adapter Back for Sheet Film! Plate Holders (Product No. 
60665 for C330; No. 60663 for all other models except C220)
For medical, scientific and other applications requiring special 
emulsions. Accepts standard sizes: 21;" X 3 1;", 2V2 X 31/2 and 
6.5x9 cm. Supplied with 3 film/plate holders. 
10. Paramender Parallax Corrector (Product No. 60600)
Provides precise parallax correction for close-ups with tripod
mounted camera. 
11. Optical Glass Filters - Coated, optically flat. Screw-in 
mounts, 46mm and 49mm. Colors: yellow, orange, green, red 
and UV haze. 
12. Lens Hoods - Four available: Individual hoods for 55 and 
65mm lenses, another for 80 , 105 and 135mm, plus one for 180 
and 250mm lenses. 
13. Eveready Camera Cases - Semi-soft cases with hinge-drop 
fronts. Supplied with adjustable neckstrap. 
14. Lens Cases - Reinforced, plush-lined. Each holds lens 
set with caps and finder mask. 
15. Pro Compartment Case (Product No ; 60406)-Sturdy, 
reinforced, fitted case, finished black. Holds camera with 
grip handle and Porrofinder attached; also 3 additional lens 
sets, filters, lens hoods, film and compact flash unit . Supplied 
with adjustable shoulder strap. 
16. Expanded Clip-On Distance Scale for 55-65mm and 80mm 
lenses (Product No. 60630) - Attaches to accessory shoe on 
side of camera. Focusing movement of lens standard actuates 
moving sca~e. Shows subject distance under index line in 
large numerals visible from above. (Does not fit C220). 
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